The Energizer® Solar Rechargeable 4-LED Area Light with Charging Module provides practical, portable lighting for areas where electricity is not available. The module may be unplugged from the Solar Panel so you can carry your light to wherever you need it. The lamp provides 5 hours of bright light after charging in full sun for 5 hours. Lasting for hundreds of solar charges, the rechargeable battery pack can be replaced making this an even more economical solution to meet your lighting needs.
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**Product Detail:**
- **Designation:** Energizer 4-LED Area Light with Solar Charging Module
- **Model:** SORC4LAM
- **Color:** White
- **Power Source:** One NiMH 850 mAh 3.6V Battery Pack
- **Ansi/NeDa:** Series 24
- **Lamp:** Four White LED
- **Lamp Life (hr):** Lifetime
- **Lamp Output (lumens):** 65
- **Beam Distance (m):** not applicable to area lights
- **Peak Beam Intensity (cd):** not applicable to area lights
- **Run Time (h:mm):** 5 hours
- **Typical Weight:** Lamp & Module - 184.2 grams
- **Dimensions (mm):** Lamp - 111 x 79, Module 36 x 152 x 44
- **Solar Panel - 20 x 303 x 183**
- **Cable Length:** 3 meters from Module to Lamp
  4 meters from Solar Panel to Module

**Performance:**
- **Run Time:**
  - Continous: 5 hours
  - End of Double Life (21 - 3)

**Before Using Your Flashlight:**
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.